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ABSTRACT
We report on the progress in developing and building the ‘Mercury” laser system as the first in a series of a new
generation of diode-pumped solid-state Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) lasers at Lavmence L1vennore National
Laborato~ (LN).
Mercury will be the first integrated demonstration of a scalable laser architecture compatible
with advanced high energy density
(HED) physics applications.
Primary performance
goals include 10%
efficiencies at 10 Hz and a 1-10 ns pulse with la energies of 100 J and with 2cd361 frequency conversion.

BACKGROW
Over the past 20 years LLN
has pursued the development and use of high energy lasers for target physics
experimen~ in support of inertial confinement fusion (ICF). The technology upon which tfis effort has been based
is tbe fla.rhktmp-pumped Nd:glass laser. More than 30 years have elapsed since the first flashlamp-pumped Nd:glass
laser was demonstrated, and this technology approach will soon culminate with the construction of the National
Ignition Facility (~,
Flashlamp-pumped
Nd:glass lasers have offered crucial advantages (e.g. flexibility in pulse
format, wavelength, and spectnl width), allowing the progress in ICF physics that bas been achieved to date. The
slow shot rate of once every few hours, however, limits the number and type of experiments and applications that can
be pursued, ‘fhk limitation need no longer be imposed by the laser technology as first conceptually assembled in the
earl y 1980s by Kmpke and Emmett. 1“2 The continuing effort outlined herein will culminate with the development of
a new class of high repetition-rate fusion lasers and will produce the tirst rep-rated solid-state fusion laser facili~
The common technical issues with all solid-state ICF lasers such as Nova include nonlinear propagation, beamsmoothing, and energy storage, are numerous; on the other hand, in order to achieve the high rep-rate and efficiency
envisioned for this new generation of lasers (10 Hz repetition rate and 107. efficiency, respective y) it is necessary
to replace the flashlamps with semiconductor laser diodes. In addition to accelerating ICF target experiment, a high
rep-rate laser driver will also ultimately be needed if ICF is to provide a means of generating electrical energy.zg
The data in Fig. 1 below depict the progress in the energy of ICF lasers built at LLNL, and how the proposed effort
in diode-pumped solid state lasers is only in its infancy at this time. The proposed Mercury will take us on the first
significant step into this new generation of high energy density and inertial confinement fusion lasers.
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Fig. 1: Plot of the energy from flashlamp-pumped
for diode-pumped laser development.
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A significant part of our effort is being directed at component re~emch and develqment
Mercury design such a diode fabrication and costs, crystal gowtb, and advanced cooling concepts. We describe the
progress of these efforts in more detail below.
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Fig. 3. Diode pumped amplifier head confi~tion.

Wehavemsembled
aprelifin~
design forthelaser
system asshomin
Rg. 3.. The laser design is predicated
upon using aYb-dop@
crystal,4.6 (Yb-doped strontium ffuorapatite, Yb:S-FAP) that offers better diode pump laser
costs due to its long storage time, than the traditional Nd-doped glass gain medium. The lmersystemutilizes
three
subsystems for pulse amplification: a fiber oscillator, regenerative amplifier, and two power amplifiers. The final
amplification stages are accomplished through four passes of the beam through two gas-cooled amplifier head
assemblies. Tbe reverser optics allowthe beam to be injected and 4-passed through the amplifiers while preserving
the image relaying without the need for an optical switch. A deformable mirror either placed at the end of the
mplifier path (~shown)
orwitin
thereverser optics path tiIl beusedto
correct for wavefront distortions incumed
during amplification.
A more detailed picture of the pumping geometry is shown in Fig. 3. The amplifier head will be optically pumped
from both sides. ’lledua
lpumpin gdesignallow
sformore uniform pumping andtiemd
loading ontiec~stds.
The light ffom the diode army light is first co”de”sed with a lens duct followed by an optical ~leme”t ~hi~h
homogenizes spatial profile of the pump beam. The light emerging from the output of the homogenizer is relay
imaged onto the gain media with apairof
lenses. lle angled dichroic heam splitters allow the pump beam to pass
through the optic and into the amplifier head while allowing the extraction beam to be reflected.
We have performed an analysis of the laser system’s performance. This numerical evaluation includes: quasi-4-level
saturated pumping and extraction (Frantz-Nodvik),
St. Venant edge distortion effects, diode spectral chirp versus
crystal absorption, radiation trapping, isotropic amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), lifetime-induced pumping
losses, thermal fracture limits, gas-cooling flux limits, laser damage thresholds, B-integral limitations, and multipass
gain intieamplifier
with longitu&nal andtemporal
finite elemen@. Theresults
ofexercising
tiecode
me show
below in Flg.4. Foranominal
operating pumppulse tidthof
lmstheprdicted
energy output isoverlOOJwithan
optical tooptical efficiency of 24%.
Diode Arrays
Laser diode arrays represent a critical technology for realizing inertial fusion energy.
Not only are the diode
technical performance specifications for inertial fusion energy (IFE) more demanding than what is currently possible
using existing technology, butthediode
amaymanufacturing
costs till have to bereduced by at Iea.sttwo orders of
magnitude to make IFE economically viable. Today, most of thecostassociat?d
with fabricating Iaserdiode.wrays
is attributed to “packaging.” What is especially challenging is that higher performance or brightness must be
achieved while simulmneously reducing cost. We believe thediode maydesign
described indetail inanother ASSL
conference paper by Skidmore et. al. offers significant advances in both areas.

Crystaf Growth
p~tend~
of yh:$F~
‘h
gods of the crystal growth efforts for the Mercuv project are to ZWSS.S & g~wh
[Yh3+:Srj(P0,)3~
crystals, develop an outside company resource for the growth of full size crystals, and investigate
the capability and intq’ity of the fusion bo”di”g process to atbch the cladding Iayers for l~ge ~c~e ~VStalS (3 ~ 5 ~
0.75 cm). The final composite crystal assembly consists of seven 4x6x0.75 cm slabs for each of the amplifier heads.
YbS-FAF crystals are typically .grown bythe Czocbralski met.hod. At present, small high quality, crystals (2 cm
dimeter x-3cmlength)
have been Wownwiti abso~tion andscatter losses <O.3%/cm.
Mercury crystal apeties
however, are much larger in comparison making crystal growth more challenging, and therefore, high optical quality
materiaf of the appropriate dimensions is not yet available. This work is described in more detail in another ASSL
abstract by Schaffers et, al.
Thermaf Management
The Mercury laser head and gas cooling archikcture is king designed i“ a mod”lm fmhi~”, for ~hi~h the Imer ~lab~
are mounted in a vane element7-8. The vane elements are then stacked to form the laser head assembly, a crosssection of which is depicted in Fig. 4, Between each of the flow vanes isa cooling channel toremovetbe
wa.ste heat
tlomthe laser slabs. Upstream of theconstant
meachmnel
section are nozzle elements where the helium cooling
flow is accelerated to Mach 0.1, Downstream of the channel section are diffuser elements (both in the vanes and in
thecontainment
s~cture)
where the flow is decelerated. Toestablish
tbeproper difiser design, calculations have
been performed using a 3D fluid dynamics code.
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SUMMARY
There are significant technical challenges incorporated into the Mercury development plan that will advance key
elements oflaser tihnolo~by
orders of magnitude. For example, wewilladvance
tbescale oftiediodemaype&
output powers to -1 MW, and simultaneously increase the brightness by 2X over that typically available from
commercial diode mays. ~iseffoti
will also develop thelagest
Yb:S-FAP c~shlsever
~owbyafactor
ofsixin
volume. The gas-cooled-slab architecture will enable high peak power (up to TW) lasers to be extended to large
output powers ofupto>l
kW average power. In addition, this will be the highest energy/pulse diode-pumpd
laser
ever built by an order of magnitude.
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